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Our summer conference is a celebration of great 
practice, designed to help schools learn from each 
other on how to confidently deliver a high quality 
‘whole education’ in your context. Delegates will 
choose from a huge range of sessions from schools 
in the network that are successfully innovating to 
provide a whole education for all.

Schools will also learn more about how to make 
the most of our core offer programmes Leading 
a Whole Education for senior leaders and Lab 
Classrooms which helps teachers embed effective 
two for one teaching strategies like metacognition, 
oracy and collaborative learning. 

Above all, there will be plenty of time to reflect, share 
ideas and develop your thinking and practice.

Summer Conference 
and Celebration Event 
Recognising and celebrating schools 
delivering a high-quality whole education 

Stamford Court, University of Leicester 

27th June 2019

Inspiring panel and keynote sessions

Fourteen innovative primary breakouts

Fourteen innovative secondary breakouts

Two innovative special schools

All around inspiration and innovation
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“An opportunity
 to reflect on the
opportunities we 
provide children beyond 
just the national 
curriculum”

Whole
Education

Registration 9:00 // Conference 10:00-17:00 // 
Celebration drinks and keynote 17:30-19:30
Why attend?

What to expect?



Whole
Educatiion

Agenda 
Hear stories of innovative schools in our 
national network // Share practice // 
Learn what schools have done as part of 
the pilot of our ‘core offer’

Introduction and framing
Opening expert panel session 
Break
Inspirational school breakouts 
(showcasing 7 pri and 7 sec)
Lunch

Inspirational school breakouts 2
(showcasing 14 more WE schools)
Break
Breakout sessions and reflection time
Conference closes
 
Refreshments
Evening celebration of practice and 
keynote speaker
Drinks reception
Close

10:00
10:15
11:00
11:20

12:50
13:45

15:15
15:35
17:00
17:30
17:45

18:30
19:30

“Time to think and reflect,
 recharging determination 
to be bold and grasp  
opportunities. A fantastic 
opportunity to share 
relevant, pragmatic and 
inspirational practice!”

Cost // Free for partner schools // 
£95 for Whole Education members //
 £195 full price // Booking link

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1qDkgI3SvLJuN-4EIGyJTcbpfhQaCZOMGruAKN_B6R-g/edit

